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TACKLE SAND
AND DELIVER!
Cost-saving sand management strategies were the focus of the 5th European
Sand Management Forum, which once again brought a range of industry
professionals challenged by sand-producing fields to Aberdeen in March, to
share best practice and view the latest enabling technologies. See page 6

JOB SATISFACTION
IN THE SPOTLIGHT
A highly-engaging SPE London Careers Seminar, in March, attracted a mainly
senior industry audience of around 50 delegates from management, HR and
engineering backgrounds.
The annual one-day event, sponsored by Schlumberger and OPC, was themed ‘Job satisfaction in
the oil and gas industry’ and included a diverse series of interesting presentations and discussions,
focusing on ‘Planning the right career path for you’, ‘Staff motivation and improving performance’
and ‘Merger & acquisition: retain, motivate and integrate your staff after a takeover’.
The afternoon session, sponsored by Penna HR Consulting, took the form of two interactive
workshops: ‘Planning your career: skills/competency development’ and ‘What does your digital
footprint say about you?’ – the latter provoking a particularly lively discussion on social media and
personal brand.
The successful day rounded off with a busy ‘Beers and Careers Fair’, which also welcomed a number
of SPE visitors who dropped in on their way home from work.
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A Fresh Perspective is led by SPE
Aberdeen’s Another Perspective
gender diversity group and shares
inspirational career stories from
women in the UK oil and gas industry.

A Fresh
Perspective

Name:

Maya Hussain

Qualifications:

MBus Global Business Analysis,
Manchester Business School
BEng Chemical Engineering, UMIST

Employer:

Oilfield Production Consultants (OPC)

Why did you choose engineering as a career?
I was strong in maths and science at school and I wanted to keep my career
options open. I particularly liked Chemical Engineering, as you also develop a
strong commercial awareness and a big picture view in addition to engineering
fundamentals.
Have you always been interested in the oil and gas industry?
What’s the attraction?
As an expatriate child of a reservoir engineer working for numerous NOCs, I’ve always
been immersed in the upstream industry. Despite that background, I started my
career within financial services; I joined a graduate management programme at
Reuters and was slowly drawn into oil and gas through subsequent positions. Now
I have three years’ direct experience within upstream and given the expectation of
continuing high energy prices, I’m here to stay.
Tell us about your current role
I work for OPC, a subsurface upstream technical services consultancy, as a Business
Analyst. Despite my title, I have a fairly wide remit. I prepare RPFs / tenders / technical
proposals for clients; design and execute content for all marketing communications,
event management, social media and our new website, and prepare industry
market research and analysis reports, as well as develop and market OPC training
programmes globally.
What have your employer and SPE given you and what do you think you can
give back?
OPC is a meritocratic organisation which reflects the industry as a whole. I’ve been
with them for only eight months but my role has developed rapidly in that time. Part
of that can be attributed to the company’s growth, but OPC culture also encourages
personal development and recognises individual contributions. My engineering
background certainly helps me to understand technical concepts and project
lifecycles within the industry, as our clients are typically technical leaders with very
specific requirements.
I regularly attend SPE technical seminars to further my knowledge and I am an active
member of the London SPE-YP committee. The SPE-YP has provided a gateway to
engage with my professional peers and share knowledge on the latest industry
developments. It’s also fun and rewarding to volunteer your personal time for a good
cause.
What are your thoughts on working in a male-dominated industry?
Having previously worked in financial services, which truly is a male-dominated
industry, I have to say that by comparison there is little differentiation within oil and
gas. There may be more males around the workplace, but talent is recognised and
rewarded regardless of gender, particularly in the engineering disciplines. If anything,
I have found benefits to being a professional and articulate female when I’m in a
business development situation.
What’s your advice to young professionals?
With so many projects coming online, this is a great time to be working in the oil
and gas industry, whether in a technical or commercial capacity. Aside from the
well-known majors, there’s a plethora of independent operators, service companies,
technical consultancies as well as oil and gas divisions of financial companies, all
of whom can open doors into this industry. Do your homework – I would strongly
recommend you join your local student or SPE-YP Chapter which provide you
with an instant group of industry peers, potential friendships and opportunities to
advance your professional learning.

Managed Pressure
Drilling Seminar 2012
Thursday 14th June 2012
The Star Room at the Beach Ballroom
Aberdeen AB24 5NR

Managed pressure drilling (MPD) is a key
technology that helps extend mature field life
and delay well abandonment. It can mitigate
drilling hazards and increase operational
drilling efficiencies by diminishing non
productive time (NPT).
Who should attend?
This event is designed for mid-career and
experienced oil field professionals who want to
improve their understanding of MPD. It is of interest
to operating companies, drilling contractors,
service providers, equipment manufacturers and
rig contractors.

Summit Series

something for the weekend

Cost
Early bird discount
Book online by 17th May SPE/EI members £200 plus VAT (£240)
Non-members £250 plus VAT (£300)
After 17th May
SPE/EI members £250 plus VAT (£300)
Non-members £300 plus VAT (£360)
Group booking discount
Pay for 4 and get a 5th free - contact the organisers
Sponsorship and exhibition opportunities –
Please contact the organisers for details of the great
value, targeted opportunities for your company.

Why should you attend?

Book online www.rodgerandco.com

•

Organisers
Rodger and Co
Tel +44 (0)1224 49 50 51
Email spe@rodgerandco.com
PO Box 10118
Aberdeen
AB16 5WJ, UK

•
•

Gain a better understanding and awareness of
MPD technologies
Share best practices and procedures
Benefit from valuable networking with
professionals in this field.

Programme - Thursday 14th June 2012

See www.spe-uk.org
for latest programme
details, or scan this
with your smart ‘phone

Principle Sponsor: Schlumberger

08:30

Keynote presentation
TBA

12:00

A drilling contractor’s perspective on MPD
TBA, Transocean

08:50

Utilizing MPD to drill HPHT deepwater
exploration well
Tom Scoular, BP

12:30 to 13:30

Lunch - Sponsored by Weatherford

13:30

CCS for increased drilling efficiency in depleted
and difficult wells
Neil Ross, NOV

14:00

Use of managed gradient drilling technique in
pressure depleted subsea fields
Børre Fossli, Ocean Riser

14:30 to 14:50

Refreshment break

14:50

Dynamic modeling of wellbore pressures allows
MPD operations in narrow margin HPHT wells
Waldemar Szemat, SPT Group

15:20

Advanced MPD technologies for EKD and
precision control
Paul Francis, Schlumberger

15:50

Well integrity barriers for MPD
Atul Bhadauria, CNR International

16:20 to 17:20

Networking reception

09:20

Deployment of a new drilling system and its
potential related to ERD wells
Ole Hole, Reelwell

09:50 to 10:10

Refreshment break

10:10

MPD HPHT case study
Paul Francis, Schlumberger

10:40

New technology, which enables closed, looped
drilling (MPD) form Mobil Offshore Units
(MODU) - Multi seal barrier system
Jan Atle Andresen, Siem WIS

11:10 to 11:30

Refreshment break

11:30

Developments in rotating control device (RCD)
technology make drilling hazardous deepwater
wells possible and safer
Essam Sammat, Weatherford
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TECHNICAL MEETINGS

Aberdeen
SPE Distinguished Lecturer Stephen S Kuo, of BP, will discuss ‘Linking Risk
and Uncertainties to Field Development Planning,’ at Aberdeen’s monthly
technical meeting, on 23 May (6.00 for 6.30-8.30pm), at the Douglas Hotel.
The complex geological architecture in deepwater turbidite reservoirs,
coupled with multi-billion dollar development schemes (ie dry or wet
tree wells, subsea pipeline systems and floating facilities), makes field
development planning a very challenging task. Even with the most rigorous
technical approach, uncertainties will remain. It is equally important
to communicate the risk and uncertainties to key stakeholders so that
an informed business decision can be made. This lecture will discuss a
systematic approach to frame the risk, link the risk to uncertainties, assess
the uncertainties and develop an activity plan. A key takeaway from the
presentation is to keep risk and uncertainties analysis simple by looking at
the big picture and focusing only on the uncertainty parameters that have a
material impact on the business.
Stephen S Kuo, a veteran of BP with more than 30 years of global experience,
is currently responsible for field development planning and risk and
uncertainty assessment for BP’s deepwater fields in the Gulf of Mexico.
Bookings for Aberdeen meetings: www.rodgerandco.com;
tel: 01224 495051; spe@rodgerandco.com.
Further information at: www.spe-uk.org.

London
SPE London’s evening meeting on 29 May, at the Geological Society,
Piccadilly, will be launched by a Young Professionals Technical Showcase.
The guest speakers are:
• Eric Oudenot, of Boston Consulting Group (BCG): ‘EOR – Challenges
and perspectives in a $120/bbl world’
• Adrian Rodriguez, of Schlumberger: ‘3D Geomechanical modelling
for field management’
• Usman Aslam, of Roxar: ‘Accurate spatial description for geological
modelling and reservoir simulation’.
Following the networking buffet, Chris Hird, of Cuadrilla Resources Ltd, will
present ‘Cuadrilla’s Planned Operations and Micro-Seismic Monitoring’.
The presentation will discuss: Cuadrilla’s planned micro-seismic monitoring
of its hydraulic fracturing of Becconsall-1 by way of a surface array to map
fracture growth; real time seismic monitoring during hydraulic fracturing
(traffic light system), and Cuadrilla’s well design, best practices and PR.

ABERDEEN

LONDON

Chris Hird has been UK Country Manager with Cuadrilla Resources since 2009.
After graduating BEng (Mechanical) at the University of Newcastle, Australia,
he worked with AJ Lucas as Project Manager on a number of Coal Bed
Methane projects throughout Australia and as a Drilling Engineer and Project
Manager on numerous horizontal drilling projects in Australasia and South
East Asia, including a number of world record crossings.
Cuadrilla Resources, based in Staffordshire, is pioneering natural gas
exploration in the UK, recovering gas from shale rock. Formed in 2007 as a
privately owned exploration and production company, it brings together
experts to recover natural resources, such as those found in Lancashire.
Cuadrilla currently has a number of exploration sites in the Bowland Shale
basin, in Lancashire, and also has a production site at Elswick, which has been
generating electricity from natural gas since 1993.
‘Best Practices for Gas Field Optimisation’ will be the focus of the next
presentation, by Mona Trick, of SPT Group Canada Ltd.
All aspects of the gas field will be explored in this presentation, including fluid
properties, reservoirs, wells, pipelines and compression. History matching
with measured data is key to maximising the value of the model and accuracy
of the forecast. The purpose of the presentation is to alert the audience to the
areas of critical importance.
Mona Trick, PEng, is an Advisor at SPT Group Canada Ltd (formerly known
as Neotechnology Consultants Ltd, Neotec). Her principal responsibility
is the ongoing development of FORGAS, SPT Group’s gas and oil field
production forecasting software. She has been actively involved in modelling,
analysing and optimising gas fields for clients, and supporting clients in their
optimisation efforts, for the past 30 years.
SPT Group is a world leader in dynamic and steady-state software simulation
tools and competency, providing unique solutions to increase the value of
oil and gas projects around the world. For more than 30 years, SPT Group
has delivered accurate and proven solutions for multiphase flow systems,
in particular for improved production, optimisation, recovery and reservoir
management.
Before dinner: 5-6.30pm
Dinner: 6.30-7.30pm
After dinner: 7.30-9pm
Booking: www.katemcmillan.co.uk; tel: 07736 070066;
katespe@aol.com
Cost: £34 for SPE/PESGB/EI members, £44 non-members,
£19 unemployed members, £5 students booking by Friday 25 May
(£19 after).

RECRUITMENT

Engineering & Business Development Manager
StimWell Services, a leading provider of Well Stimulation Services, operates a state-of-the-art well-stimulation vessel in the
North Sea and is pursuing further development opportunities across the Globe. The North Sea vessel carries 2,500,000 lbs of
proppant, 160,000 usg Hydrochloric Acid and is designed to stimulate multi-zone horizontals in a single call-out. She entered
service in July 2010 and although primarily for BP's use in the Norwegian sector, she is performing an increasing number
of campaigns for other clients. StimWell has a high technological focus and several substantial records have been broken
during the vessel's service to-date. Due to an imminent departure of our Engineering & Business Development Manager, we
are looking for a replacement:
• To direct and oversee the preparation of budgets, bids, contracts and engineering documents, designs and speciﬁcations.
• To manage and coordinate the engineering aspects of the Company and to provide technical guidance to the Vessel
Engineering team.
• To manage and coordinate StimWell's chemical portfolio in respect of continued development and ongoing North Sea
legislation.
• To contribute to the development of StimWell strategy, direction, policy and procedures.
• To analyse technology, resource needs, and market demand and to plan and assess the feasibility of future projects.
• To act as a key focal point for StimWell's customers in all matters including HSEQ, contracts and engineering.
• To attend and present at workshops, trade shows, and seminars and to keep up-to-date with changes in the industry.

StimWell Services

The successful candidate will have the following qualities and experience:
• A strong personal commitment to HSE Management.
• Flexibility and a willingness to travel, not only to the vessel in Denmark but also to StimWell's clients as required.
• Substantial experience in well stimulation activities, with a proven track record in a management capacity.
• Experienced in the design, laboratory testing, analysis, pumping and reporting inherent in stimulation treatments.
• Able to liaise and communicate with StimWell's customers in a professional and personable manner and to represent
Stimwell at industry events, forums and symposiums.
• A high level of personal motivation with evidence of strong leadership and personnel management skills
• A high degree of understanding of the QHSE practices related to service company operations
North Sea experience, stimulation vessel experience and a working knowledge of North Sea chemical compliance legislation
would be an advantage. StimWell's main ofﬁce is in Gt Yarmouth England and the successful candidate would ideally be able
to relocate to this area. However, residence in Stavanger, Norway would also be considered.
In return we offer a generous salary of £80,000+ with company pension, private medical insurance and a car allowance.
Please e-mail letters of interest and resumes to: recruitment@stimwellservices.com

www.stimwellservices.com

Advertise your job vacancies on this page. Phone +44 (0)1224 313088 or email spe.advertising@mmm-media.co.uk
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SPE Aberdeen
Section Awards

GEOSTATISTICAL MODELLING
AND NUMERICAL SIMULATION
BETTER AND FASTER RESULTS AT LOWER COSTS

Aberdeen Section

OPC’s core activities include:
• Sub-Surface Studies where the team communicate to
maximise efficiency
• Provision of Technical Consultants with any level of
support (individuals or managed contracts)
• Specialist training in Reservoir Surveillance, PTA and other
OPC core skills
With modern software packages and competent professionals to use
them, good communication and experience allows for better and faster
results.
Geoscience and Engineering professionals required for ongoing projects
throughout the World with IOC’s, NOC’s and Independents.
Please forward your resume to cv@opc.co.uk

Oilfield Production Consultants (OPC) Ltd
LONDON Telephone: +44 (0)20 7428 1111 Email: london@opc.co.uk
ABERDEEN Telephone: +44 (0)1224 329111 Email: aberdeen@opc.co.uk
HOUSTON Telephone: +1 713 973 2151 Email: houston@opc-usa.net
QATAR Telephone: +974 4429 2381 Email: doha@opc.co.uk
ATYRAU Telephone: +7 7122 996090/89 Email: atyrau@opc.kz

management knowledge expertise
www.opc.co.uk

11 June 2012, 6pm-8.30pm
Satrosphere, 179 Constitution Street,
Aberdeen
A celebration of the volunteers who
contribute so much to the running
of SPE Aberdeen.
Special guest, 2012 SPE International
President Ganesh Thakur (right), will
give a keynote speech and present
the following awards to deserving SPE
Aberdeen members:

•
•
•
•

Outstanding Student Chapter Award
Young Professional Award
Service Award
Corporate Award

Entertainment, food, drink, music and fun! Bring your kids.
Attendance free – but places are limited, so please book in
advance! www.rodgerandco.com

A NEW Performance Frontier!
From Conventional to Unconventional
Real-time and 24 / 7
GR to Quad- Combo
Image Interpretation
Resistivity Modeling

Conventional

Dynamic Reservior Simulations
> Runtime interactive

Fully Utilizes Dual 8-core Intel® Xeon® E5 2600
Cluster performance on a Desktop
NO license FEES for EXTRA CORES
Contact us for a FREE TRIAL www.rfdyn.com

* Speciic performance gains depend on the model and may diﬀer.

North Sea, Europe, Middle
East, North & West Africa,
Latin America, China, etc.

Unconventional
Eagle Ford, Granite Wash,
Woodbine, Permian,
Haynesville, Barnett, Bakken
& Three Forks, Niobrara,
Woodford etc

+44 (0)20 3286 6250
+1 281 573 0500
info@geosteering.com

Real-time Log from USA
Eagle Ford Shale Geosteering Job
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Continued from page 1

Forum promotes a strategic approach to the sand management challenge
With increasing amounts of oil and gas planned to be produced
from sand-prone reservoirs, sand management is becoming a
progressively important issue for operators wishing to manage
costs, particularly on a project and field life basis.
The 5th European Sand Management
Forum, organised by SPE Aberdeen and
the Sand Management Network at AECC,
in March, tackled the issue head-on, with a
highly-interactive two-day conference and
associated exhibition focusing on advances in
specific sand management technologies and
their applications as a process in improving
production.

The popular bi-annual event, established
in 2004, was attended by operators, service
companies, consultants and academics
concerned with seeking and developing
solutions to sand management issues.

The opening keynote address was delivered by
Peter Fowler, Subsurface Manager for Britannia
Operator Ltd, who discussed Chevron’s
approach to sand management, looking at
its worldwide operations, use of sand control
technologies in Europe and adding value
through reservoir management.
“An integrated approach to sand management
is required to minimise the safety, environmental
and financial consequences of producing fluids
from a formation prone to sanding,” he said.
Mike Hannan, Senior Petroleum Engineer at the
Department for Energy and Climate Change
and keynote speaker on day two, discussed
issues surrounding reservoir management
and reliable production from wells prone to
sanding, and highlighted the environmental
and safety considerations.
Other topics discussed at the conference
included asset management and integrity,
rock testing and laboratory analysis, reservoir/
wellbore interface, sand monitoring and
completion design, and sand control selection.
The event was preceded by a well-attended
full-day workshop for continuing education
that focused on all aspects that make up sand

SPE London YPs visit Schlumberger
at Stonehouse

management and included an operator’s
valuable insight into what these meant to him
in practice.
Conference Chairman Tim Podger says he is
delighted with the feedback received on the
overall event: “Delegates complimented us on
a well-balanced programme, which kept people
fully engaged over the two days. The exhibition
area was also well-supported, providing an ideal
venue for networking during the breaks.
“This year’s event demonstrated the industry’s
strong focus on all aspects of sand management
and once again provided an excellent forum for all
interested parties to meet and discuss continuing
advances in technology and understanding in the
field.”

YP FOCUS

As part of our continuous effort to provide quality events,
the SPE London Section YP Technical Committee organised
another crowning event – a Drilling Technology Centre tour, in
association with Schlumberger, Stonehouse, UK.
The group was warmly welcomed by Ellie
Fearon who gave up an entire day to guide us
through the Schlumberger facility. During the
morning session, Engineers Michael Watkins
and Assynt Macleod gave an extremely
knowledgeable presentation on Drilling and
Measurement tools. They went to great effort
to simplify a highly-technical presentation
and later answered all our questions.
In the afternoon, the visiting group was
guided through the various facilities,
including the Failure Lab, managed by Senior
Quality Engineer Helen Rich, who gave us an
insight into the state-of-the-art technologies
used to maintain quality and test the
products to their limits.
This was followed by a visit to the telemetry
manufacturing facility, with Manufacturing
Manager Blandine Lepoutre. The group was
talked through the stages of manufacturing,
testing and calibration of the tools. The
exciting tour continued, as Manufacturing
Engineer Mike Wilson took the visitors
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through the process of battery
manufacturing and assembly.
Robert Macnamara (BP) says: “Cool
experience! Excellent exposure to
drilling. Schlumberger provided a very
engaging overview on their battery
systems, directional drilling, and
MWD technology. It was a real eyeopener to see how those products are
manufactured and tested.”
Ellie Fearon adds ”We would like to
thank all those who took time out of
their busy schedules to visit us here in
sunny Gloucestershire and hope they
found it worthwhile. It is always interesting to
meet people from across the broad spectrum
of our industry and it was our pleasure to give
the visitors a flavour of the work we do at the
centre.“
SPE London YP would like to thank Alejandro
Primera and Schlumberger for organising
such a dynamic and interesting event and
hope that we can visit again next year.

If you were at the event and would like
to send us feedback, please email us at:
yplondon@spemail.org with the subject
heading ‘Schlumberger tour 2012’.
Article contributors: Kanad Kulkarni (LSBU),
Ebube John-Nwosu (PetroVision Energy
Services, YP Communications Team)

innovative formation evaluation
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• optimization of logging program
• LWD and wireline log repair and log reconstruction
• prediction of missing or failed logs
• prediction of formation properties from mudlog
• incorporation core data directly into model
• real-time predictions

15700

conventional and nDGeo petrophysical services
• Using Mudlog and drilling data
• Using LWD and/ or wireline logs
• Russian style logs
• Core equivalent predictions of Porosity & Permeability

15800

mythri software
nDPredictor* (based on nDGeo) will be a new module in Interactive
Petrophysics (IP™) 4.1
‘‘very signiﬁcant savings in operational costs, as well as
providing reliable data”
Dove Energy
*Marketed by Senergy Software

Meet us at DEVEX 2012
Aberdeen, UK
Stand 29
9th - 10th of May
state of the art nDGeo software & global services

www.mythri-limited.com

nDGeo Mythri.indd 1

4/18/2012 3:13:43 PM

Society of Petroleum Engineers

REVOLUTIONIZE YOUR THINKING at DEVEX 2012!
YP Workshop: ‘How to use innovation and entrepreneurialism to boost your career’
Wednesday 10 May 2012, 11.50am - 1.20pm (Registration opens from 11am)
Aberdeen Conference & Exhibition Centre
This unique lunch-and-learn careers workshop aims to establish innovation
and entrepreneurialism as necessary qualities Young Professionals need to
develop to not only solve challenging problems in the industry, but also
to get noticed and progress in their careers.
The event will be chaired by leaders of the oil and gas industry who have successfully
applied these qualities in their careers. They will interact with YPs, provide their insights
and discuss what YPs need to do to apply these qualities in their everyday jobs.
Workshop Objectives
• Define innovation and entrepreneurialism in broad terms
• Explain how the attributes of innovation and entrepreneurialism can be incorporated
by YPs in their everyday jobs
• Define the risks involved in innovation and entrepreneurialism and the barriers to progress
• Challenge current perceptions of innovation and entrepreneurialism.
Cost: £20 for SPE, PESGB, AFES, DECC & EI members £30 for non-members
Price included for DEVEX attendees
A selection of sandwiches and refreshments will be available for lunch during the event.
Sponsored by

Event organiser: Jacqueline Bergstrom,Aberdeen Exhibition and Conference Centre
Tel: 0044 (0) 1224 330407 Fax: 0044 (0) 1224 825276 Email: devex@aecc.co.uk
www.devex-conference.org Booking: http://www.devex-conference.org/registration.php
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Our SPE Aberdeen and London Student Chapters have had a busy
session, managing to find time outside their studies to organise
a variety of engaging events aimed at developing their technical
learning and career recruitment skills, industry networking – and,
of course, having fun! Here’s a roundup of some of their recent
activities, as reported by Chapter members.

Heriot-Watt students
attend Baker Hughes
2012 UK Techno Day

a range of industry technologies gave the
students an insight into how the different
disciplines interact to improve hydrocarbon
recovery and how they relate closely to the
University’s course content.

On 7 March, a group of 24
students from Heriot-Watt
University benefited from an
exclusive invitation from Baker
Hughes to visit the company’s
2012 UK Techno Day, at the
Aberdeen Exhibition and
Conference Centre.

The full-day event also included
simultaneous workshops and technical
presentations by representatives from
different companies, highlighting
various recovery challenges and the
solutions created using their expertise.
The workshop on well abandonment
was a good platform for the students
to become aware of this upcoming
critical business prospect in the North
Sea, and to be part of the discussion.

The students were welcomed by Peter Murphy,
VP UK Geomarket, who briefed them about
the event, explaining that Baker Hughes was
showcasing its various areas of expertise,
from seismic to well abandonment and
geomechanics to digital oilfield developments.
The students were greeted enthusiastically at
each technology stall by leading experts and
group heads, who explained the equipment in
detail. This opportunity to see and understand

The event was a key opportunity for
MSc Petroleum Engineering students
to understand a complete range of
existing and emerging tools and technologies.
“This trip has made me think about the practical
aspects of oil recovery advancements and also
physically see various tools I had read about in
the text books,” said Student Chapter member,
Le Wang.

The eventful day culminated with drinks and
entertainment, including a session on a golf
simulator, and the students had a wonderful
networking opportunity to get to know
more about Baker Hughes and its people.

On behalf of all the students, SPE Student
Chapter would like to thank Baker Hughes
for sponsoring our travel and visit, as well
as Gordon Winton, Business Development
Executive, IPE, Heriot Watt University, for
helping to make us a part of the event.

University of Leeds Student Chapter hosts Fairfield Energy talk
Also on 7 March, students from
the University of Leeds hosted an
interesting industry talk, delivered
by Fairfield Energy, of Staines,
Middlesex.

Yaser Baqatyan, Leeds SPE
Student Chapter President adds:
“The event was very useful and
productive. The ideas and the
knowledge gained will definitely be
put to action in my ongoing design
project and more importantly in my
future job as a petroleum engineer.
Plus, it was a great platform to
network with individuals from
the industry. Massive thanks
to the speakers who were very
approachable and willing to share
their experiences.”

The well-attended event was very beneficial to
all our students, bringing together elements of
Petroleum Engineering and Structural Geology.
The talk was followed by a relaxed Q&A session
during which the two visitors from Fairfield
Energy, Russell Ball and Matthew Bowyer,
kindly answered the students’ questions. The
attendees found the event very useful, and
said they were grateful for the talk and for the
discussions afterwards.
Student Chapter member Konstantin
Rybalcenko explains: “It was a very informative
and useful presentation, as Fairfield Energy
showed us how different field data complement
each other and how they are used to understand
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the behaviour of the reservoir and the relationship
between the wells. He answered all our questions
and gave valuable advice for our future careers.
On behalf of the students I would like to thank
Fairfield Energy for this presentation, and also
Dr Piroska Lorinczi for her efforts in the preparation
of the event.”

The University of Leeds SPE Student Chapter
would also like to thanks SPE London for
continuously supporting us in organising such
beneficial events for our students.

RGU’s February photo diary
During a single week in February, the Robert Gordon University (RGU) SPE Student Chapter,
Aberdeen, pioneered a lively programme of SPE events...
Wednesday 15th:

Thursday 16th:

Organised a field trip to the ExxonMobiloperated Fife Ethylene Plant, in Mossmorran.
It was an exciting opportunity to experience
how some of the theories we have been
taught are being applied, and it also gave us an
opportunity to interact with professionals who
shared their experiences with us.

Hosted a Technical Presentation, sponsored
by BP. Abbas Delavar (Petroleum Engineer,
BP) spoke on liquid loading and gas well
deliquification; Allan Wilson (Completions
Team Lead, BP) described BP’s drilling and
completion strategy, emphasising changes
made post-Macondo, and Scott Higgins
(Subsea Engineer, BP) explained the subsea
challenges facing the oil industry, particularly
in the North Sea.

Saturday 18th:
Hosted a 7-a-side soccer mini-tournament
between our undergraduate and postgraduate
members, aimed at promoting team-building
and achieving our goal of increasing the
involvement of the undergraduate students in
our activities. The undergraduates, who were
obviously very ‘match-fit’,’ won the tournament
with a £50 star prize!

RGU SPE Simulated Assessment Centre –
the beginning of better things!
5 April 2012 was an eventful day for the 15 participants in a Simulated Assessment Centre, organised by the
Robert Gordon University (RGU) SPE Student Chapter and facilitated by RGU’s Career Centre.
The one-day event was held at the University’s
Schoolhill, Aberdeen, campus, with three Career
Advisors present to coordinate the affairs of the
day. The programme began with a welcome
address by Jonathan Edet, RGU SPE Student
Chapter President, who introduced the Career
Advisors. Will Ritchie, Careers Centre Team Lead,
said he appreciated the Executive Committee
of the RGU SPE Chapter organising this
event and stressed the importance of taking
advantage of the opportunity to develop the
soft skills required.
The participants were divided into three groups
and a series of activities followed, starting
with the SWOT (Strengths, Weaknesses/
Limitations, Opportunities, and Threats) analysis
of a financial report and moving on to group
presentations on an innovative product. During
the refreshment breaks between sessions,
there were opportunities to network and build
cordial relationships.
The activities were capped by an interactive

presentation by an HR
representative from JP
Kenny – Wood Group,
who discussed what the
company looks out for with
respect to job applications,
CVs and cover letters.
As the programme drew
to a close, each participant
was invited to a one-to-one
feedback session from the
Career Advisors on their
individual performance
during the day. This was
greatly appreciated by the
students, as many of them
learned about their strongest qualities and
areas that needed improvement.
The pioneering event received excellent
feedback and our expectations were exceeded.
Staff and students alike strongly recommended
that the programme be made an annual fixture

on the RGU SPE Student Chapter calendar.
We would like to express our gratitude to the
SPE Aberdeen Section Board who graciously
sponsored the refreshments for the event.
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Continuing Education

SPE London Section presents

New annual industry
conference tailored to
London business audience
SPE London Annual Conference & Exhibition –
Savoy Place, 27-28 June 2012
When SPE London decided to hold a two-day seminar they
wanted to make it fit a London audience. London is where deals
are done, acquisitions are made and projects are funded. This
is why the inaugural SPE London annual conference is all about
how to make money out of the oil and gas business, or ‘How to add value and manage risk in the oil and gas industry’.
The aim of our new event is to bring the finance houses, oil and gas companies and service companies together in the same location and really get
them talking to each other. Day one covers exploration and day two focuses on development. Both days start with major oil and gas companies
presenting their strategies in exploration and development. We all know companies who have made it and those who have failed, and technical
reasons are often only half the story. Being in the right place at the right time, getting the right funding and making the right business decisions, are
just as important.
Conference speakers include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Charles Hendry, MP Minister of State for DECC
Malcolm Brown, Senior Vice President Exploration, BG Group
Ed Merrow, Founder and CEO,  Independent Project Analysis
Jean-Claude Perdigues, Managing Director, GDF Suez E&P UK
Paul Mann, COO, Valiant Petroleum
Joel Turnbull, Buzzard Area Development Manager,
Nexen Petroleum UK
• Jeffrey Auld, Managing Director, Macquarie Capital (Europe)
• Stephan Foucaud, Managing Director, Institutional Research,
First Energy Capital.

The Savoy Place conference centre, on the Embankment, will host the event
in two lecture halls. The main lecture theatre will hold presentations from
operators, DECC and financial institutions, while the Council Chamber will
hold workshop-style sessions on reserves definitions, exploration hotspots,
redevelopment and decommissioning.
There will be plenty of networking opportunities in the exhibition space
during the breaks and day one ends with drinks overlooking the Thames, in
the Riverside Room. The second day, however, really rounds off in style, with
a black-tie gala dinner and guest speaker, at the nearby Savoy Hotel. More
than half of the tables have sold already, so please book your table of 10 early!
Bookings and conference details at:
http://www.spelondonconference.com/index.html
Sponsoring opportunities still available at:
http://www.spelondonconference.comSponsorshipLeaflet
Interactive.pdf

THE SOCIETY OF PETROLEUM ENGINEERS LONDON SECTION PRESENTS THE 6TH ANNUAL

WOMEN IN ENERGY SEMINAR
London Section
www.spe-uk.org

“The 360 Degree Career Woman”
Thursday, 17th of May 2012,

Registration from 8.30 am; Seminar from 9.00 am to 5.00 pm
Imperial College Royal School of Mines Building,
Prince Consort Road, South Kensington SW7 2BP London
This one-day seminar designed for women at all levels in the energy industry, will help you shape your
personal and career development, network and pick up new skills.
The day’s agenda includes the following:
Speakers include:
• What you really should know to be a successful woman         
• Pennelope Ratcliffe
in the energy sector: lessons from my experiences
VP Marine VP Western Geco Schlumberger
• Remaining employable in an unsteady economy
• Karen Moore
• Networking for career advancement
Business Unit Manager Europe Tullow Oil
• A panel session on ‘Finding success on my own terms’
• Janeen Judah
Parallel workshops on:
General Manager Southern Africa Business
• Time management: double your productivity and time off
Unit Chevron Africa & Latin America E&P
• Work-life balance: fact or fiction?
• Beverley Smith
• See you at the top: realising your leadership potential
Exploration Manager China BG Group
• The next big step: taking a career break
• Money matters
TICKETS £40 (includes VAT and lunch). Informal drinks after 5pm.
BOOKING: Secure at www.katemcmillan.co.uk or call Kate on 07736 070066 or email katespe@aol.com
EARLY BOOKING IS STRONGLY ADVISED; proceed to Room G41 on arrival

www.slb.com
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www.bakerhughes.com

www.opc.co.uk

Continuing Education

SPE Aberdeen Section presents
NEW EVENT!

Thursday 14 June 2012
The Star Room at the Beach Ballroom, Aberdeen
Narrow margins between formation pore pressure and formation fracture
pressure are becoming more common, either due to field depletion or
drilling within a deepwater environment. MPD is an increasingly crucial
technique in operating safely and effectively where narrow drilling
windows exist.
This new one-day seminar, in an excellent beachfront location, presents
case studies and explores new technologies. It will provide attendees
with practical learnings about MPD and bring them up-to-date with the
latest developments.

18th SPE ICoTA European
Well Intervention Conference
14-15 November 2012
Aberdeen Exhibition & Conference Centre
CALL FOR ABSTRACTS DEADLINE 16 JULY 2012
The SPE ICoTA European Well Intervention Conference is Europe’s
premier forum for exchange and discussion of the latest developments
in completion and well intervention techniques. The event encompasses
the full range of well intervention practices including coiled tubing,
slickline, e-line and hydraulic workover, as well as specialist tools and
solutions.
Presentations, which need not be full papers, will be welcome on
relevant topics such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Safety innovations
Data acquisition/analysis services
Coiled Tubing technology
E-line technology
Slick-line technology
Intervention techniques & equipment development

Who should attend?
The event is designed for mid-career and experienced oil field
professionals who want to improve their understanding of MPD. It is of
interest to operating companies, drilling contractors, service providers,
equipment manufacturers and rig contractors.
Principal Sponsor: Schlumberger
Contact/booking details:
GROUP BOOKING DISCOUNT AVAILABLE:
5 PLACES FOR THE COST OF 4
SPE Aberdeen event organisers: Rodger and Co;
www.rodgerandco.com; tel 01224 495051; spe@rodgerandco.com
Event details: www.spe-uk.org

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Subsea well interventions
Potential technologies for deepwater intervention
Lightweight rig intervention
Thru-tubing drilling and completions
Well completion and related intervention tools
Well abandonment challenges
New technology and Innovative solutions
Well integrity & operations
Cost-reduction
Surface flow measurement

Case studies, from the UKCS or elsewhere, are particularly welcome.
Both novel technologies and the successful application of existing
technologies are of interest.
Please submit an abstract of 100-200 words online at
www.rodgerandco.com
The European Well Intervention Conference is jointly organised by SPE
Aberdeen and ICoTA European Chapter.
Exhibition and Sponsorship opportunities – book early to secure
your company’s place. Last year’s exhibition was a sell-out!
SPE ICoTA Event Managers – Rodger and Co; www.rodgerandco.
com; tel 01224 495051; spe@rodgerandco.com

Work-life balance

STRESS… How effectively do you manage yours?
STRESS MANAGEMENT WORKSHOP
6.30 - 9pm Thursday 6 June 2012
The Carmelite Hotel, Stirling Street, Aberdeen
Organised by Another Perspective, a sub-committee of
SPE Aberdeen
10.8 million Working days were lost in 2010/2011 due to stress.
Stress represents 35% of all Work Related Illnesses (WRI) reported in
2010/2011 and remains one of the most commonly reported types of
WRI according to the national Labour Force Survey (LFS).

use to deal with stress. The outcome is to help us to achieve a more
relaxed and happy lifestyle.
The workshop has been designed especially for the oil and gas industry
and it has been implemented offshore and onshore by Rowan Drilling.

This workshop is designed for people like you, who are serious about
their health, and want to create a balance between work and life. It is
designed for men or women, experienced or new to their profession, and
is led by Health and Stress Management Consultant, Florence Krol.

See full details on the SPE UK website: www.spe-uk.org

In this workshop, Florence, Director of ‘Your Stress’, will talk about stress
and identifying its symptoms. She will consider the techniques we can

BOOK now: www.rodgerandco.com

COST: SPE members £15.00 /Non-members £20.00 including VAT
INCLUDES: Delicious Carmelite finger buffet for ‘hungry people’!
Contact: Rodger and Co, tel: 01224 495051; spe@rodgerandco.com
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* NEXT EVENT * NEXT EVENT * NEXT EVENT*NEXT EVENT*

NEXT EVENT * NEXT EVENT * NEXT

FORTHCOMING EVENTS

		

LONDON
•
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

•
		
		
		
•
		
		
		
		
		
		

29 May (5-9pm) (Before dinner): Young Professionals Technical 		
Showcase: ‘EOR – Challenges and perspectives in a $120/bbl world’,
Eric Oudenot (BCG); ‘3D geomechanical modelling for field 		
management’, Adrian Rodriguez (Schlumberger); ‘Accurate spatial
description for geological modelling and reservoir simulation’,
Usman Aslam (Roxar); (After dinner): ‘Cuadrilla’s Planned Operations
and Micro-Seismic Monitoring’, Chris Hird (Cuadrilla Resources Ltd);
‘Best Practices for Gas Field Optimisation’, Mona Trick (SPT Group
Canada Ltd)
VENUE: Geological Society, Piccadilly, London
17 May (8.30am - 5.00pm): 6th Annual Women in Energy Seminar –
‘The 360 Degree Career Woman’
VENUE: Imperial College Royal School of Mines Building, Prince 		
Consort Road, South Kensington
27-28 June: SPE London 1st Annual Conference and Exhibition –
‘Managing risk and adding value throughout the upstream oil and
gas life cycle’
VENUE: Savoy Place, London
For details of all SPE London events, visit: www.katemcmillan.co.uk
and www.spe-uk.org ‘London Events’. If you would like to sponsor
an SPE London event, please email Mo_Mansoori@nexeninc.com

ABERDEEN
•
		
		
•
		
•
		
•
		
		
		
		

23 May: ‘Linking Risk and Uncertainties to Field Development 		
Planning,’ SPE Distinguished Lecturer Stephen S Kuo (BP)
VENUE: 6.30pm Douglas Hotel, Market Street, Aberdeen
9-10 May: DEVEX 2012 www.devex-conference.org
VENUE: Aberdeen Exhibition & Conference Centre
11 June: SPE Aberdeen Section Awards
VENUE: 6-8.30pm Satrosphere, 179 Constitution Street, Aberdeen
14 June: SPE Aberdeen Summit Series – Managed Pressure Drilling
Seminar 2012
VENUE: Star Room, Beach Ballroom, Aberdeen
For details of all SPE Aberdeen events, please visit: www.spe-uk.org
‘Aberdeen Events’ or contact Rodger and Co (see page 11)

SEPTEMBER 10-13, 2012
ABERDEEN, SCOTLAND
ABERDEEN EXHIBITION & CONFERENCE CENTRE

EXHIBIT
ADVERTISE
REgISTER TO ATTEND
Enter Reference Code SPE

worldheavyoilcongress.com

2012 Official
Congress
Stakeholders:*
*As of April 2012
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conference
exhibition
networking
courses
technical tours



9-10 May, Aberdeen Exhibition & Conference Centre
Organised jointly by SPE Aberdeen, PESGB, and AFES and now in its
ninth year, the conference is firmly established and is going from
strength to strength.
Conference Chair Jason White says: “This year’s theme of ‘Creativity and
Innovation’ is immensely important to the future success of the oil and gas
industry and the presentations and posters will show just how healthy the
industry is in that respect.
We have 44 high-quality presentations from some of the biggest and smallest
names in the industry; each will address a specific aspect of field exploitation and
all will aim to educate and stimulate.
“In addition there are 18 technical posters. Please take some time to visit the
dedicated poster session during lunch on Thursday May 10. Those attending
the Young Professionals’ event, also on May 10, will benefit from two oil and gas
industry leaders imparting their experience and knowledge of innovation and
entrepreneurialism.
“One of the great strengths of DEVEX is the diverse nature of the talks bound
together by the common thread of field exploitation. Some may not fit with your
discipline – but drop in and listen anyway: I’m sure you’ll learn something new!”
Keynote presentations will be delivered by Dave Lynch, VP Resource, BP
North Sea, and Dr Marcus Richards, Group Chief Executive Officer, Dana
Petroleum.
Places are still available to attend DEVEX 2012.
Visit www.devex-conference.org for registration details.

SPE CONSULTANTS LISTING
Peter Aird – MSc, CEng – deepwater/HPHT drilling supervision, well engineering, training/
coaching consultant • email: kingdom_drilling@msn.com • www.kingdomdrilling.co.uk
David Aron – Development studies, negotiations, evaluations, expert witness
• tel: 020 8347 3498 • fax: 020 8347 3499 • email: davidaron@pdc.uk.com • Petroleum
Development Consultants Ltd, Stanhope House, 4 – 8 Highgate High Street, London N6 5JL
• www.pdc.uk.com
Alasdair Campbell – Completion design and technology specialist, well design studies,
project management services • tel: 01358 720703 • mob: 07981 381294
• email: ali@wellwizards.com • www.wellwizards.com • Unit 10, Balmacassie Commercial
Centre, Ellon, Aberdeenshire, AB41 8QR
Maurice Cotterill – CEng, FIMMM – exHPHT expertise, well design, advanced casing/
tubing analysis, studies/reviews • email: maurice.cotterill@sede.co.uk
Rick Hoskins – 40 years of cementing solutions that prevent gas flow after cementing
• tel: 01330 860772 • mob: 07885 436671 • email: cementing@aol.com • Cementing
Specialists Ltd, Craigshannoch Lodge, Midmar, Aberdeenshire AB51 7LX
Steinar S Johansen – Expert reservoir engineer and petroleum economist • reservoir
studies and simulation, datarooms, reserves assessment, field development, petroleum
economics • tel: +47 97464427 • email: schjohan@online.no
Kwabena Kwakwa – BSc, MPhil – 30yrs+ experienced applied geomechanics specialist
• wellbore stability, sand production, depletion effects, fracturing design, etc
• tel: +44 (0)1932 560484 • mob: +44 (0)7989 383084 • email: kkwakwa@energy-tech.co.uk
Tim Lines – CEng – Acquisitions/farm-outs, finance available, technical, economic,
contracts • tel/fax: 0845 165 1891 • mob: 07960 793308
• email: tim.lines@oilfieldinternational.com • www.oilfieldinternational.com • Kingswood,
Stamford Avenue, Hayling Island PO11 0BJ
Merlin Extended Reach Drilling – Feasibility/design/training, equipment specification,
risk & cost reduction; wellbore stability solutions; Spitfire flypasts! • tel: 01738 627922
• email: iain.hutchison@MerlinERD.com • www.MerlinERD.com
Oleum Khaos Ltd – First quartile petrophysics, 30+ years experience • field studies, well
planning, peer assist/review, project management • tel: +44 (0)7852 554496
• email: info@oleumkhaos.com • www.oleumkhaos.com
Henry Smith – CEng – 25yrs experience. Cased hole log analysis and training, well test
analysis, well design and production optimisation • tel: +44 (0)7946 547059
• email: hsmith@hks-tech.com
Petrophase Ltd – Reservoir fluid studies, sampling/PVT programmes, PVT modelling, data
QC, compositional gradients, contaminants, allocation, training • tel: +44 (0)7771 881182
• email: info@petrophase.com • www.petrophase.com • Brian Moffatt, 34 Oaklands Drive,
Reading, Berks, RG41 2SB
Fabrice Toussaint – Petroleum & reservoir engineering solutions, well test analysis DFIT
PITA DST CCT, WBS & rate deconvolution • tel: +44 (0)7861 770897
• email: contact@dinovapetroleum.com • www.dinovapetroleum.com • Dinova Petroleum
Ltd, 74 Lambton Road, London, SW20 0LP
Haoran Zhang – BSc, MPhil, PhD – Over 27 years’ experience: prospect evaluation,
acquisition/farm-out, field development planning, reservoir engineering, reservoir
simulation, reserves assessment, peer reviews • tel: +44(0)7827 089527
• email: haoran@petengplus.com or info@petengplus.com • www.petengplus.com
• PetEng Plus Limited, 28 Evergreen Way, Wokingham, Berkshire RG41 4BX
To appear in this listing, please write to Allan Montgomery at M&M Media,
24 Cairnaquheen Gardens, Aberdeen, AB15 5HJ, with: your contact details • up to TEN words
describing your services • advance payment by cheque for £10 inc VAT x the number of
months you are booking a listing (cheque payable to M&M Media).
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attitude: dynamic results, .....not static reporting!
™

Our consultancy reports are now bundled with the delightfully intuitive
Client Viewer
allowing you to examine your BHI and core data within and between multiple wells. We can even add
existing well data from 3rd party studies.
is a significant step forward from paper reports.
places tremendous analytical power into your hands, as an extension of Task’s reports.

Here are a few typical operator issues:
Q. We don’t have software to look at dip data,
or test different structural dip scenarios!

A. You do now! Our reports are accompanied
by a viewer to allow you to look at dips on a
comprehensive suite of stereoplots, vector
walkouts and export .csv tabulations of
your analysis and much more. This includes the
ability to perform dip rotations and transforms.

For a more detailed review on future

modules, visit our website: taskgeoscience.com

TASK
Geosclence
THE BOREHOLE IMAGE SPECIALISTS

A B E R D E E N

•

P E R T H

•

Q. Can we test whether dip surfaces can be
connected between several wells?
A. Yes, you can use the cross section tool to connect
2, 3 or more wells and generate a geometric fit
honouring dip planes at the well intersections.
These surfaces can then be exported as surface patches
to other 3D packages, or examined with other data
(e.g. lithofacies, dips and logs) in the attitude 3D tools.

Visit us at the ninth annual European Production and Development Conference, DEVEX 2012,
9th – 10th May, 2012 – Aberdeen Exhibition and Conference Centre, Scotland.

STAND 4 DEVEX

H O U S T O N

UNIT F KETTOCK LODGE CAMPUS 2 ABERDEEN INNOVATION PARK BALGOWNIE DRIVE BRIDGE OF DON ABERDEEN AB22 8GU TEL: +44 (0)1224 357250 www.taskgeoscience.com

Providing independent consultancy services in

Well Technology & Reservoir Development
Subsurface

Well Test Engineering & Supervision

Well Engineering

Completions Engineering & Supervision

Production Optimisation

Well Intervention Engineering & Supervision

Flow Assurance

UK & International

Now recruiting talented, enthusiastic and motivated individuals in all disciplines
Come and chat to us at DEVEX 2012 - stand 32

FROM CONCEPT TO COMPLETION
Email: info@axis-wt.com

Web: www.axis-wt.com

Tel: +44 (0) 1224 829200
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Raise your
industry profile in
the SPE UK Company
Directory!
A new, improved version of the online SPE UK
Company Directory has been launched, with
an early bird offer of six months at half price
for the first 10 companies to join up.
Being listed at Gold and Silver level improves your company’s
online presence and enhances your website’s search engine
optimisation. With new features added, each level of entry
allows an incremental increase in content.

• Enable potential customers to easily locate your
business via our Google map facility
• Increase your profile among a targeted audience
of oil and gas professionals
• Potential customers can search under categories
relevant to the oil and gas industry
• Direct visitors from online business directories are
known to be the most targeted and ready-to-buy
web traffic
• It’s quick and easy to register and you can log in to
update your entry any time you need to!

To find out how to register, please visit the
Company Directory page at: www.spe-uk.org

RECRUITMENT

Help us build a sustainable future.

CCS Offshore Engineer/Network Analyst
Warwick
National Grid holds a vital position at the centre of the energy system. We join
everything up. We’re the largest utility in the UK, running systems that deliver
gas and electricity across the entire country, connecting people to the energy
they use. We’re investing £40bn by 2020 in developing and renewing the
UK’s energy infrastructure and leading the way on renewable energy. There’s
never been a more interesting and exciting time to join National Grid.
Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS) technology is essential to the delivery
of national and international targets for reduced carbon dioxide emissions.
At National Grid, you’ll play a vital part within the team tasked with
achieving this technical breakthrough.
Qualified to at least degree level in science, engineering or mathematics,
you have proven expertise in offshore engineering and pipeline engineering/
flow modelling.
Ideally, you’ll have post-qualification experience gained within the offshore oil
and gas industry. Working knowledge of industry standard pipeline network
modelling tools such will also be an advantage.
You’ll additionally have an excellent grasp of the PVT behaviour of pure
CO2 and CO2 mixtures, including the selection and use of equations of state.
An innovative problem solver, you have demonstrable skills in both analysis
and synthesis. We’ll also expect you to be a team player with excellent report
writing and communication skills.
To find out more and apply please visit www.tinyurl.com/c7zbd2r

Please visit our website
to find out more and apply.
www.nationalgridcareers.com

www.senergyworld.com/recruitment

Breaking through
from the North Sea to the
South China Sea…
Over the last decade Senergy has earned the respect and admiration of many of the biggest
names in the energy sector as well as many of the “new wave” of emerging players, who we are
proud to assist in their rapid progress. From revitalising marginal North Sea assets to establishing
development programmes in South East Asia’s more challenging reservoirs, our Subsurface team
has played a major role in building the Company’s reputation. Now, it’s your turn to get involved.
With the possibility of short and long term assignments in a variety of locations around the world,
there are few better opportunities to showcase your technical expertise and decision-making
ability, alongside your people and client management skills.
“Thanks to the volume and variety of Senergy’s assignments, we can offer you exposure to a
diversity of projects that would be unthinkable elsewhere. And, as well as strengthening your own
reputation, you’ll be ideally placed to pass on your experience and knowledge to the experts of
the future.” Henry Allen – Global Subsurface Business Leader

Join us

We’re recruiting into a wide range of roles in our expanding Subsurface team.
Find out more and apply at: www.senergyworld.com/recruitment/subsurface
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Advertise your job vacancies
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on these pages. Phone +44 (0)1224 313088 or email spe.advertising@mmm-media.co.uk
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I WON’T
GATHER
DUST.
“We’re working on so many subsurface studies to increase
production, not to see them end up in a dusty cabinet”
Principal Reservoir Engineer

Reservoir Engineer, Business Development

You will be responsible for assuring the quality of reservoir
engineering work on all of our projects. From complex
mature waterfloods, EOR screening, brownfield and
greenfield developments to pre-development studies,
exploration and new acquisition projects. Our reservoir
engineers will look to you as their technical champion, as
well as ensuring the quality of their work, you will design
programmes to help them develop. You will apply your
knowledge of new technologies to set new standards,
and help us continue to grow. Together with a relevant
degree, you will have significant experience in a senior
reservoir engineering role in an Operator environment.

You will identify and screen alternative development
options during the evaluation of operated exploration
and new business opportunities. With responsibilities
ranging from subsurface engineering to conceptual
area developments, regional evaluations and
exploration farm-ins, you will help us determine
optimum commercial and business solutions. You will
apply your engineering knowledge and innovative
ideas to support our position in non-operated assets.
You will have a relevant degree plus experience in an
operator environment, ideally with Petroleum
Economics and Business Development.

See your ideas come to life. For more on these roles or to see who else we’re looking for, visit
www.wemeanenergy.co.uk

WE MEAN ENERGY
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Jack-Up Your Skills

Well Engineering Competency Training
This
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To find out more about how this programme can benefit your compant and your engineers, email wegtp@fearnleyprocter.co.uk
Europe & Africa
Americas
Asia & ME
or call your local regional FP Office.
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+1 281
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Americas
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